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Abstract
Objective
To determine the cognitive consequences of anticholinergic medications (aCH) in cognitively
normal older adults as well as interactive eﬀects of genetic and CSF Alzheimer disease (AD) risk
factors.
Methods
A total of 688 cognitively normal participants from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative were evaluated (mean age 73.5 years, 49.6% female). Cox regression examined risk of
progression to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) over a 10-year period and linear mixed eﬀects
models examined 3-year rates of decline in memory, executive function, and language as a
function of aCH. Interactions with APOE e4 genotype and CSF biomarker evidence of AD
pathology were also assessed.
Results
aCH+ participants had increased risk of progression to MCI (hazard ratio [HR] 1.47, p = 0.02),
and there was a signiﬁcant aCH × AD risk interaction such that aCH+/e4+ individuals showed
greater than 2-fold increased risk (HR 2.69, p < 0.001) for incident MCI relative to aCH−/e4−),
while aCH+/CSF+) individuals demonstrated greater than 4-fold (HR 4.89, p < 0.001) increased
risk relative to aCH−/CSF−. Linear mixed eﬀects models revealed that aCH predicted a steeper
slope of decline in memory (t = −2.35, p = 0.02) and language (t = −2.35, p = 0.02), with eﬀects
exacerbated in individuals with AD risk factors.
Conclusions
aCH increased risk of incident MCI and cognitive decline, and eﬀects were signiﬁcantly
enhanced among individuals with genetic risk factors and CSF-based AD pathophysiologic
markers. Findings underscore the adverse impact of aCH medications on cognition and the
need for deprescribing trials, particularly among individuals with elevated risk for AD.
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Glossary
Aβ = β-amyloid; ACB = Anticholinergic Cognitive Burden; aCH = anticholinergic medications; AD = Alzheimer disease;
ADNI = Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CI = conﬁdence interval; D = daily dosage for a given drug; GDS =
Geriatric Depression Scale; HR = hazard ratio; LLR = log-likelihood ratio; MED = minimally eﬃcacious dosage; NBM =
nucleus basalis of Meynert; p-tau = phosphorylated tau.

As public concern grows over the increasing prevalence of
Alzheimer disease (AD) and the paucity of reliable treatments, studies emphasizing modiﬁable risk factors that may
accelerate cognitive impairment in older adults are of high
importance.1 Use of anticholinergic medications (aCH) may
represent one such risk factor,2 yet the longitudinal cognitive
changes associated with aCH are often underappreciated,
especially in cognitively unimpaired older adults.3,4 Exploring
the potential risks of aCH in older adults is warranted given
animal studies demonstrating that cholinergic deprivation
promotes pathologic plaque and tangle formation and neurodegeneration in AD-vulnerable brain regions, as well as
accelerated decline in learning and memory.5,6 These ﬁndings
highlight the potential for aCH to precipitate cognitive dysfunction through interactions with AD pathology, yet studies
of aCH in older adults often assess its inﬂuence in isolation
rather than in conjunction with other known risk factors.7,8
Given that aCH may promote damage to AD-vulnerable brain
regions and incipient cognitive impairment, it is critical to
enhance our understanding of the mechanisms driving negative cognitive outcomes associated with aCH and determine
whether individuals with AD risk factors would beneﬁt most
from aCH reduction. Therefore, we conducted a comprehensive longitudinal analysis with sensitive neuropsychological diagnostics to investigate the eﬀect of aCH and
its interaction with genetic and CSF AD risk factors on progression to MCI and domain-speciﬁc rates of cognitive decline in a well-characterized cohort of cognitively normal
participants. We expected that aCH would increase risk of
incident MCI and accelerate cognitive decline, with eﬀects
exacerbated among those possessing AD risk factors.

Methods
Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
Research was approved by the institutional review boards of
participating sites within the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), and written informed consent was
obtained for study participants. Approval for this speciﬁc
project was obtained from the local institutional review board
prior to data analysis.
Participants
A total of 688 participants from the ADNI with normal cognition at baseline and at least 1 yearly neuropsychological
follow-up were included. Participants who reverted from MCI
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to normal during follow-up were excluded from survival
analyses that assessed conversion from cognitively normal to
MCI (n = 98; 37% aCH+, 63% aCH−). Participants came
from a well-educated (mean 16.4 years, SD 2.67) and primarily non-Hispanic white (94% White, 97% non-Hispanic)
sample.
Anticholinergic medication use
Data from the ADNI medications log (name of medication,
dosage, frequency) were examined to identify aCH at each
participant’s baseline visit. Any aCH (as self-reported and
identiﬁed in the Anticholinergic Cognitive Burden scale)
within 3 months of baseline was included if records indicated
continuous use (i.e., at least once a week for more than 6
months). Notably, use of certain aCH within 4 weeks prior to
baseline resulted in exclusion from ADNI, potentially
restricting our sample of aCH+ individuals (data available
from Dryad, table B1, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS). The
total number of medications taken by each participant was
tallied as an indication of overall health and to approximate
comorbid medical conditions.9
aCH burden was measured using a dichotomous score as well
as a novel cumulative burden metric. The dichotomous score
indicates presence or absence of aCH identiﬁed in the Anticholinergic Cognitive Burden (ACB) Scale.10 aCH+ participants were also categorized as high aCH+ if they were taking
one or more medications with an ACB of 2 or 3, and low
aCH+ if they were taking one or more medications with an
ACB of 1. The ACB scale was used because it was most
reliably associated with adverse cognitive outcomes in a
comprehensive meta-analytic comparison of anticholinergic
scales.3,4
The cumulative aCH burden metric was derived in the following manner for each individual: for each ACB drug, we (1)
applied an equation11 based on daily dosage relative to the
geriatric minimally eﬃcacious dosage12 for a given drug (see
equation 1); (2) multiplied the resulting value by the rank of
anticholinergic potential (i.e., 1, 2, or 3) for the drug10; and
(3) summed the resulting values for each ACB drug taken.
The cumulative aCH burden metric uses the following formula (equation 1): D/(D + MED), where D is the daily
dosage for a given drug and MED is the minimally eﬃcacious
dosage for that drug in the geriatric population.12 Although
prior studies have used the MED for the general adult population, we used thresholds speciﬁc to the geriatric population
given that diﬀerent metabolic processes in this group may
Neurology.org/N
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necessitate lower doses. Table B2 (data available from Dryad,
doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS) provides an example of this
calculation for an individual participant. As a reference, participants could receive a score of 2 if they (1) take 1 aCH with
an ACB score of 2 at the MED, (2) take 2 aCH with an ACB
score of 1 at the MED, or (3) take 1 aCH with an ACB score
of 1 at twice the MED.
Individuals taking at least one aCH are referred to as aCH+
and individuals not taking any aCH are referred to as aCH−.
For analyses assessing interactions between aCH and AD risk
factors, the following nomenclature is used: (1) aCH−/e4− or
aCH−/CSF− refers to aCH− individuals who are APOE
noncarriers or CSF biomarker negative; (2) aCH−/e4+ or
aCH−/CSF+ refers to aCH− individuals who are APOE
carriers or CSF biomarker positive; (3) aCH+/e4− or aCH+/
CSF− refers to aCH+ individuals who are APOE noncarriers
or CSF biomarker negative; and (4) aCH+/e4+ or aCH+/
CSF+ refers to aCH+ individuals who are APOE carriers or
CSF biomarker positive.
Clinical variables
Depressive symptoms were measured using the Geriatric
Depression Scale (GDS). Notably, ADNI excludes any participants with a score greater than 5 on the GDS, limiting the
inﬂuence of depressive symptoms in the current study. Vascular risk was indexed in 2 ways: (1) a continuous variable
measuring pulse pressure, deﬁned as systolic minus diastolic
blood pressure, which reﬂects vascular risk and arterial
stiﬀening13,14; and (2) a dichotomous variable indicating
history of cardiovascular problems (e.g., hypertension, atrial
ﬁbrillation, coronary artery disease, stroke). APOE carrier
status was deﬁned by the presence of at least 1 e4 allele (e4+).
CSF AD pathology was assessed as the ratio of phosphorylated tau181 and β-amyloid1–42 (p-tau/Aβ), obtained using
Roche ELECSYS assays and dichotomized with positivity
(CSF+) deﬁned as a ratio value >0.0251 pg/mL.15
Cognitive outcome
Incidence of MCI was determined using a well-validated actuarial neuropsychological approach.16–18 Participants were
diagnosed with MCI if they met the following criteria: (1) at
least 2 scores within 1 cognitive domain that fell more than 1
SD below the age-, education-, and sex-corrected normative
mean; (2) at least 1 score in each of 3 cognitive domains that
fell more than 1 SD below the normative mean; or (3) a total
score ≥6 on the Functional Activities Questionnaire. If none
of these criteria were met, the participant was considered
cognitively normal.
To assess the eﬀect of aCH on domain-speciﬁc cognitive
decline, data from neuropsychological tests comprising language, attention/executive function, and memory domains
were examined: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test Delayed
Recall and Recognition (memory); Boston Naming Test and
Animal Fluency (language); and Trail-Making Test Parts A
and B (attention/executive function). Scores from each
Neurology.org/N

measure were converted to z scores based on age-, education-,
and sex-adjusted regression coeﬃcients derived from a normative control group within ADNI and averaged within domains to create domain-speciﬁc z scores. These 3 cognitive
domains were assessed in order to comprehensively examine
the eﬀects of aCH on areas of cognition whose neural substrates are inﬂuenced by cholinergic innervation, as described
in the discussion.
Statistical analyses
χ 2 tests for independence and independent-sample t tests
were conducted to compare aCH+ and aCH− group characteristics. Cox proportional hazard models examined the
inﬂuence of aCH on risk of progression from cognitive normality to MCI or AD across 10 years while adjusting for age,
sex, education, race, GDS, pulse pressure, cardiovascular history, and total number of medications. For all Cox models,
Schoenfeld residuals were examined to test for the proportional hazards assumption. Linear mixed eﬀects models
analyzed longitudinal rate of change in domain z scores as a
function of aCH over 3 years. The aforementioned variables
and time were included as continuous covariates, and subject
and intercept were modeled as random eﬀects. Slope was also
initially modeled as a random eﬀect; if the model failed to
converge, the maximum number of iterations was increased,
and if convergence still failed, the random eﬀect of slope was
removed from the model. Time was centered to the baseline
visit. Bonferroni correction was applied for the cognitive domain comparisons, resulting in an α value of p < 0.05/3 < 0.02.
For signiﬁcant eﬀects of aCH, secondary analyses tested for
interactions with APOE and CSF biomarkers. Models
assessing 3-way interactions controlled for main eﬀects and all
2-way interactions. Sensitivity analyses tested these models
only in the high aCH+ group, relative to the aCH− group, to
assess for modulation of eﬀects based on anticholinergic
strength. Analyses and ﬁgures were completed using SPSS
version 25 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) and R version 3.6.1 (Rproject.org/) including the following packages: survival,
survminer, lme4, afex, dplyr, ggplot2, ipw. All tests were
2-tailed and signiﬁcance was determined based on an α level of
0.05, unless otherwise indicated.
Data availability
Data used in this article were obtained from the ADNI database (adni.loni.usc.edu). ADNI was launched in 2003 as a
public–private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has
been to test whether serial MRI, PET, other biological
markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can
be combined to measure the progression of MCI and
early AD.

Results
aCH summary statistics
Of the 688 participants, 230 (33%) were aCH+, and 73 of the
230 aCH+ participants were high aCH+. An average of 4.7
Neurology | Volume 95, Number 16 | October 20, 2020
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aCH medications were taken per aCH+ individual. Metoprolol, atenolol, loratadine, and bupropion were the most
common medications taken (see table B3 for a full list, data
available from Dryad, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS). The
majority of medications were being taken at levels much
higher than the MED for a geriatric population (57% of aCH
medications were taken at dosages at least 2× higher than the
MED, and 18% were taken at least 4× higher than the MED).
Demographic and clinical characteristics
As seen in the table, there were no diﬀerences in demographic characteristics between the aCH+ and aCH−
groups. There was also no diﬀerence in proportion of e4+ or
p-tau/Aβ+ participants between groups. GDS scores, number of medications, and history of cardiac problems were
higher in the aCH+ group, whereas pulse pressure did not
diﬀer. These 4 clinical variables were controlled for in all
subsequent analyses to account for potential confounds of
overall health and medical conditions for which aCH are
commonly prescribed.
Associations among aCH, AD risk factors, and
progression to MCI
aCH effect

Compared to aCH− participants, aCH+ participants demonstrated an increased risk of incident MCI over the 10-year
period such that at least 1 aCH conferred nearly 1.5× increased
risk (hazard ratio [HR] 1.47, 95% conﬁdence interval [CI]
1.10–1.98, p = 0.01). Examination of cumulative aCH burden
scores in aCH+ participants showed that higher burden was
associated with increased risk of incident MCI such that each
point increase in the burden metric conferred nearly 1.5× increased risk (HR 1.46, 95% CI 1.11–1.91, p = 0.01).

aCH by APOE interaction

Genetic risk interaction eﬀects revealed an aCH by APOE
interaction (log-likelihood ratio [LLR] 69.31, p < 0.001), such
that compared to the aCH−/e4− group, aCH+/e4+ participants had more than 2.5-fold risk of incident MCI (HR 2.69,
95% CI 1.78–4.07, p < 0.001; ﬁgure 1A). Further comparisons
indicated that the aCH+/e4− group (HR 1.57, 95% CI
1.07–2.30, p = 0.02) and aCH−/e4+ group (HR 2.10, 95% CI
1.48–2.99, p < 0.001) also diﬀered from the aCH−/e4−
group.
aCH by CSF interaction

CSF risk interaction eﬀects revealed an aCH by CSF interaction
(LLR 68.31, p < 0.001), such that compared to the aCH−/CSF−
group, aCH+/CSF+ participants demonstrated nearly 5-fold
increased risk of incident MCI (HR 4.89, 95% CI 2.86–8.36, p <
0.001; ﬁgure 1B). Further comparisons indicated that the
aCH+/CSF− group (HR 1.77, 95% CI 1.09–2.87, p = 0.03) and
aCH−/CSF+ group (HR 2.98, 95% CI 1.93–4.59, p < 0.001)
also diﬀered from the aCH−/CSF− group.
High aCH

When considering only the high aCH+ group relative to the
aCH− group, the eﬀect of aCH on risk of incident MCI was
retained (HR 2.11, 95% CI 1.36–3.28, p < 0.001) such that
high aCH+ participants demonstrated greater than 2-fold
increased risk. Interaction eﬀects of the high aCH+ group
with APOE status and CSF AD risk status were retained.
Compared to the aCH−/e4− group, the high aCH+/e4+
group had greater than 3-fold increased risk of incident MCI
(HR 3.35, 95% CI 1.84–6.12, p < 0.001); compared to the
aCH−/CSF− group, the high aCH+/CSF+ group had nearly
7-fold increased risk of incident MCI (HR 6.85, 95% CI
2.89–16.26, p < 0.001).

Table Demographic and clinical differences between the anticholinergic group (aCH+) and nonanticholinergic
group (aCH−)
aCH+, mean (SD) or %

aCH2, mean (SD) or %

Test statistic

Number (%)

230/688 (33)

458/688 (67)

Age, y

73.83 (6.98)

73.34 (6.74)

t = −0.90

Male

53.0

52.4

χ2 = 0.03

Education

16.23 (2.60)

16.38 (2.74)

t = 0.68

GDS score

1.35 (1.42)

1.09 (1.26)

t = −2.42a

Pulse pressure

60.30 (14.45)

59.41 (14.84)

t = −0.75

History of cardiovascular problems

78.8

60.7

χ2 = 24.95b

Total medications

9.98 (4.62)

7.07 (4.28)

t = −8.19b

APOE status («4+)

34.8

32.3

χ2 = 0.42

CSF AD positivity (phosphorylated tau/β-amyloid+)

29.1

28.9

χ2 = 0.002

Abbreviations: AD = Alzheimer disease; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale.
a
p < 0.05.
b
p < 0.001.
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Figure 1 Rates of progression to mild cognitive impairment (MCI)

Progression to MCI over 10 years as a function of anticholinergic (ACH) medication use and (A) APOE e4 status (e4− or e4+) or (B) CSF Alzheimer disease [AD]
pathology (β-amyloid [Aβ]/phosphorylated-tau [p-tau]− or Aβ/p-tau+).

Associations among aCH, AD risk factors, and
cognitive trajectories
Memory
aCH eﬀect

Linear mixed eﬀects models revealed no main eﬀect of aCH
(i.e., intercept at baseline visit; t = −0.82, p = 0.41). There was an
interaction between aCH and visit, such that the aCH+ group
exhibited a steeper slope of decline in memory performance
than the aCH− group (t = −2.35, p = 0.02). There was no
interaction between aCH burden and visit (t = −0.69, p = 0.49).
aCH by APOE interaction

There was no 2-way interaction for the diﬀerence in baseline
memory score between aCH−/e4− and aCH+/e4+ groups (t
= −1.25, p = 0.22). There was a 3-way interaction between
aCH, APOE status, and visit (F = 15.89, p < 0.001), such that
the aCH+/e4+ group exhibited a steeper decline in memory
relative to the aCH−/e4− group (t = −6.53, p < 0.001; ﬁgure
2A). Participants in the aCH+/e4+ group also exhibited a
steeper decline in memory relative to aCH+/e4− (t = −6.08, p
< 0.001) and aCH−/e4+ groups (t = −4.38, p < 0.001).
aCH by CSF interaction

There was no 2-way interaction for the diﬀerence in baseline
memory score between aCH−/CSF− and aCH+/CSF+ groups (t
= −1.82, p = 0.07). There was a 3-way interaction between aCH,
CSF AD positivity, and visit (F = 6.59, p < 0.001), such that the
aCH+/CSF+ group exhibited a steeper decline in memory relative to the aCH−/CSF− group (t = −4.18, p < 0.001; ﬁgure 3A).
Participants in the aCH+/CSF+ group also exhibited a steeper
decline in memory relative to aCH+/CSF− (t = −3.26, p = 0.001)
and aCH−/CSF+ groups (t = −2.86, p = 0.004).
Neurology.org/N

High aCH

The eﬀect of aCH on memory decline was retained when
considering only high aCH+ participants (t = −2.10, p = 0.04),
although this did not survive Bonferroni correction. aCH by
APOE (F = 6.55, p < 0.001) and aCH by CSF (F = 4.00, p =
0.008) interaction eﬀects were retained when considering
only high aCH+ participants.
Language
aCH eﬀect

Linear mixed eﬀects models revealed no main eﬀect of aCH (t =
−0.14, p = 0.89). There was an interaction between aCH and visit
such that the aCH+ group exhibited a steeper slope of decline in
language performance (t = −2.35, p = 0.02). There was no interaction between aCH burden and visit (t = 0.51, p = 0.61).
aCH by APOE interaction

There was no 2-way interaction for the diﬀerence in baseline language score between aCH−/e4− and aCH+/e4+ groups (t = −0.39,
p = 0.69). There was a 3-way interaction between aCH, APOE
status, and visit (F = 3.52, p = 0.02), such that the aCH+/e4+ group
exhibited a steeper decline in language relative to the aCH−/e4−
group (t = −3.22, p = 0.001; ﬁgure 2B). Participants in the aCH+/
e4+ group also exhibited a steeper decline in language relative to
aCH+/e4− (t = −2.16, p = 0.03; this did not survive Bonferroni
correction) and aCH−/e4+ groups (t = −2.54, p = 0.01).
aCH by CSF interaction

There was no 2-way interaction for the diﬀerence in baseline
language score between aCH−/CSF− and aCH+/CSF+ groups
(t = −0.15, p = 0.88). There was a 3-way interaction between
aCH, CSF AD positivity, and visit (F = 5.98, p = 0.001), such that
the aCH+/CSF+ group exhibited a steeper decline in language
Neurology | Volume 95, Number 16 | October 20, 2020
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Figure 2 Cognitive trajectories and APOE e4 status

Rate of change in memory (A) and language (B) performance over 36 months as a function of anticholinergic (ACH) medication use and APOE e4 status
(e4− or e4+).

relative to the aCH−/CSF− group (t = −3.37, p = 0.001; ﬁgure
3B). The aCH+/CSF+ group also exhibited a steeper decline in
language relative to aCH+/CSF− (t = −3.82, p < 0.001) and
aCH−/CSF+ groups (t = −2.82, p = 0.005).
High aCH

The eﬀect of aCH on language decline was not retained
when considering only high aCH+ participants (t = −1.26,
p = 0.21). The interaction eﬀect for aCH by APOE was not retained
when considering only high aCH+ participants (F = 1.23, p = 0.30).
The interaction eﬀect for aCH by CSF was retained when considering only high aCH+ participants (F = 3.28, p = 0.02).
Executive function

There was no main eﬀect of aCH (t = 0.52, p = 0.61) or interaction between aCH and visit on executive function (t = −0.59,

p = 0.56), even when considering only high aCH+ participants (t
= −0.79, p = 0.43). Therefore, no further interactions in this
domain were explored.
Additional sensitivity analyses
Several additional sensitivity analyses were conducted, the
results of which can be found in appendices C–G (data
available from Dryad, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS). These
analyses included, for both Cox proportional hazards and
linear mixed eﬀects models, exclusion of individuals who
converted to MCI within 1 year (i.e., 1-year lagging) to
control for potential poor recall of baseline medication use
(see appendix C, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS), exclusion of
individuals taking psychiatric medications at baseline (see
appendix D, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS), additional adjustment for history of psychiatric diﬃculties (see appendix E,
doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS), and inverse probability of

Figure 3 Cognitive trajectories and Alzheimer disease (AD) CSF status

Rate of change in memory (A) and language (B) performance over 36 months as a function of anticholinergic (ACH) medication use and CSF AD pathology
(β-amyloid [Aβ]/phosphorylated-tau [p-tau]− or Aβ/p-tau+).
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treatment weighting for depressive symptoms and cardiovascular indications (see appendices F and G, doi.org/10.
6075/J0BC3WZS).

Discussion
Our ﬁndings of an association between use of aCH and
subsequent progression to MCI over 10 years, accelerated
memory and language decline, and exacerbation with increased AD biomarker risk among older adults who were
initially cognitively normal extend prior studies that have
primarily investigated cross-sectional associations between
aCH and cognition or risk of progression to dementia.2,3,19
Previous research has indicated adverse outcomes only with
deﬁnite/strong or cumulative exposure to aCH, possibly due
to use of insensitive cognitive diagnostic approaches18 or
samples collapsed across cognitively normal and impaired
individuals.2,19–21 The current study, in contrast, employed
an actuarial diagnostic approach known to reduce falsepositive diagnoses and produce reliable groups of cognitively
normal individuals and individuals with MCI,17 improving
our ability to elucidate the link between aCH and cognitive
outcomes.
Despite our liberal classiﬁcation of aCH (i.e., fewer than 20%
of the aCH taken in this sample would be classiﬁed as deﬁnite
anticholinergics), employment of our novel cumulative aCH
risk metric indicated that there is an eﬀect of aCH burden on
risk of progression to MCI, suggesting that cumulative exposure to medications of greater aCH potential or higher
dosages confers increased risk. This eﬀect of aCH potential is
corroborated by secondary analyses indicating that eﬀects
were generally retained when considering only high aCH+
participants. Notably, the restricted sample size for the high
aCH+ group resulted in greater variability around the estimate (i.e., a larger CI) likely due to fewer participants taking
stronger aCH medications, resulting in reduced power and
disproportionately low cell sizes for the high aCH+ groups
stratiﬁed by biomarker status. Whether cumulative use of
multiple weaker aCHs is tantamount to use of one strong
aCH remains unknown. However, it is clear from our results
that use of aCH in general has detrimental consequences on
cognitive functioning in older adults.
Our ﬁndings also demonstrate that the association between
aCH and progression to MCI was moderated by both APOE
e4 genotype status and CSF AD pathology. Prior studies investigating interactions between APOE and aCH are mixed,
with some studies suggesting a positive interaction22,23 and
others indicating decreased risk among e4 carriers.24 To our
knowledge, no studies have investigated the interaction between aCH and CSF biomarkers of AD pathology. Our results
demonstrate an interaction between aCH and AD biomarkers
that increase risk of incident MCI and accelerate decline in
memory and language beyond either risk factor alone. The
substantially greater cognitive risk of aCH in e4+ or p-tau/
Neurology.org/N

Aβ+ participants observed are in line with recent work identifying the basal forebrain, the primary region of acetylcholine
production, as an early predilection site for plaque and tangle
pathology25,26 that induces neuronal loss and impairs cholinergic transmission.27,28 Because e4+ and p-tau/Aβ+ individuals are more susceptible to these pathologic changes, their
use of aCH may cause a double hit on acetylcholine such that
there is (1) loss of central cholinergic neurons in the basal
forebrain due to AD-related pathology, compounded by (2)
the acetylcholine-depleting eﬀects of aCH. These independent risks may act synergistically to further reduce
cholinergic transmission relative to either risk factor alone,
consequently accelerating cognitive decline.
Assessment of domain-speciﬁc rates of cognitive decline indicates robust associations between aCH, AD pathologic risk
factors, and trajectories of memory decline and language. At
least one previous study corroborates our ﬁndings of associations between aCH and memory performance; this previous
study, however, also found associations with executive function,
which were not observed in our study.29 The observed domainspeciﬁc inﬂuence of aCH, and discrepancies with previous results, might be explained by diﬀerential susceptibility of speciﬁc
basal forebrain nuclei and receptor subtypes to AD pathology.
The septal nucleus and ventral dorsal band of the basal
forebrain provide cholinergic input to the hippocampus and
associated medial temporal structures,30,31 regions strongly
associated with memory function. Although imaging studies
with MCI and AD groups have observed basal forebrain atrophy predominately within the nucleus basalis of Meynert
(NBM),32,33 a recent study demonstrated enlargement of the
septal nucleus in cognitively healthy older adults who later
progressed to MCI and AD,34 possibly indicating an early
pathologic hypertrophy of this region.35 Thus, early pathologic changes in the septal subregion of the basal forebrain
may partially explain, via the proposed 2-hit model, the predominant memory decline associated with compounded aCH
and AD pathologic risk in our cognitively normal sample.
Furthermore, nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subtypes that
mediate several functions involved in long-term potentiation
are primarily expressed within the hippocampus and are affected by amyloid pathology, providing another mechanism
through which memory may be the most susceptible cognitive
domain to adverse consequences of aCH.30
The accelerated rate of decline observed for language, although less robust than memory, was a notable eﬀect that has
not been examined in other studies. The NBM, the primary
location of acetylcholine production with 90% of its cells
identiﬁed as cholinergic,30,32,33 can be subdivided into several
anatomically and functionally distinct sections with diﬀerentially preferred targets for innervation. Convergent ﬁndings
from several studies using high-resolution imaging have
identiﬁed the posterior NBM as the subdivision that ﬁrst exhibits signiﬁcant atrophy in individuals with MCI.32 The
posterior NBM projects primarily to the superior temporal
Neurology | Volume 95, Number 16 | October 20, 2020
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gyrus and adjacent cortical regions31 that are associated with
language function.36,37
Although AD pathology targets the septal nucleus in the
preclinical period and the NBM in MCI, there is relative
sparing of other basal forebrain nuclei that have prefrontal
cortex projections until later stages of the disease.31 This may
explain why we did not observe eﬀects in the executive
function domain. Furthermore, it has been proposed that
executive function deﬁcits do not develop until later in the
canonical sequence of cognitive changes in AD.38,39
Our study has a number of strengths. First, we examined the
consequences of aCH in a well-characterized sample of cognitively normal older adults using sensitive and reliable actuarial neuropsychological diagnostics that improve
identiﬁcation of MCI. Second, this is the ﬁrst study to our
knowledge to investigate the association between aCH and
longitudinal decline across multiple neuropsychological domains in cognitively normal older adults. Our ﬁndings suggest
that reduction of aCH prior to the onset of overt cognitive
problems may represent a critical period for intervention
before these medications lead to lasting alterations in important cholinergic networks. Although deprescribing among
all older adults may prove beneﬁcial, the synergistic eﬀect
observed between aCH and AD pathologic risk suggests that
reducing aCH burden during the preclinical stages of AD may
be especially warranted given that this group is particularly
vulnerable. Third, all analyses controlled for comorbidities
frequently associated with aCH (i.e., depressive symptoms,
cardiovascular risk) and total medications to reduce potential
confounding eﬀects of conditions for which aCH are commonly prescribed.
Our ﬁndings are limited by the relative health of ADNI participants compared to the general population and the exclusion of particular medications from ADNI. For example, only
one-third of participants were taking aCH medications, with
even fewer in the high aCH+ group, whereas other studies
report exposure in up to 70% of primary care older adult
populations.19,40 Thus our ability to investigate the eﬀects of
various aCH properties, such as number of medications,
strength of anticholinergic eﬀects, and dosages, was somewhat
limited. Nonetheless, we found that our novel aCH burden
metric was associated with increased risk of incident MCI
among aCH+ individuals, indicating an eﬀect of cumulative
aCH burden beyond use of any single aCH. Importantly,
despite the robust use of covariates in our models and retained
eﬀects for only high aCH+ participants, confounding eﬀects
of health indications that vary with time (e.g., cardiovascular
health, depressive symptoms) may contribute to cognitive
change and therefore continue to present a challenge when
diﬀerentiating comorbidity eﬀects from aCH eﬀects. We have
attempted to address these health confounds, as well as the
possibility of reverse causality with psychiatric diﬃculties
preceding cognitive impairment, through several sensitivity
analyses available in appendices C–G (data available from
e2302
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Dryad, doi.org/10.6075/J0BC3WZS), for which statistical
signiﬁcance was largely retained. Furthermore, although
competing risk of mortality should be considered, it should be
noted that there were no statistically signiﬁcant group differences in study withdrawal due to death. The ﬁndings are
also limited by the inability to account for complete prescribing data including participants’ aCH use prior to the
study period and changes in medications at follow-up time
points. Moreover, the relatively small sample size, particularly
when categorizing participants into aCH and biomarker
groups, may have resulted in wide CIs and imprecise estimates. Furthermore, there is a potential for selection bias due
to unobserved group diﬀerences. Finally, it is important to
acknowledge the homogeneity of the sample in terms of educational, ethnic, and racial diversity. The current ﬁndings
may not generalize to the entire population and we encourage
continued research in this area within more representative
samples.
Our results demonstrate that use of aCH in cognitively
normal, highly educated, and healthy older adults is associated with increased risk of progression to MCI and accelerated cognitive decline, which are exacerbated in the
presence of AD biomarkers. Future studies investigating
brain-based structural and functional changes associated
with aCH and AD risk factors are warranted to further elucidate the mechanisms driving these consequences of aCH.
Findings of this study underscore the potential for negative
consequences of aCH in older adults and support deprescribing trials, especially for individuals with elevated risk
for AD.
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